The mass spectrometry proteomics data, including search, are available at the ProteomeXchange Consortium ([www.proteomexchange.org](http://www.proteomexchange.org)) via the PRIDE partner repository with datasets identifiers PXD004970 and PXD004992.

Introduction {#sec005}
============

Prostate cancer (PC) is a major public health issue in industrialized countries, mainly because patients relapse by castration-resistant (CR) disease after androgen deprivation \[[@pone.0224148.ref001], [@pone.0224148.ref002]\]. PC is associated to a panel of clinical states characterized by tumor growth, hormonal status (castration-sensitive (CS) or CR) and presence/absence of metastases. After androgen deprivation therapy, the disease usually progresses to castration-resistant prostate cancer (CRPC), which is highly aggressive and incurable, and jeopardizes the patient's lifespan and quality of life. This progression involves several molecular mechanisms such as ligand-independent androgen receptor (AR) activation, AR expression loss or adaptive upregulation of anti-apoptotic genes (for review \[[@pone.0224148.ref003]\]).

Despite an existing treatment guideline for PC and novel clinical trials for CRPC \[[@pone.0224148.ref004], [@pone.0224148.ref005]\], major challenges remain to understand and treat these cancers appropriately. Large-scale *-omics* approaches, able to monitor cancer-induced changes at the cellular level, are among the most promising strategies. Proteomic strategies, by measuring the abundance and activity of proteins, have the ability to directly reflect the functional activity of cells, and to point to deregulations in the most druggable cellular components. In this context, several proteomic studies started to map the landscape of the PC proteome \[[@pone.0224148.ref006]--[@pone.0224148.ref010]\]. These studies identified biomarkers, such as the proneuropeptide *Y*^7^, as well as proteomic changes associated to PC progression (e.g., increased anabolic processes and oxidative phosphorylation in primary PC as described by \[[@pone.0224148.ref007]\] and \[[@pone.0224148.ref008]\]). Overall, such analyses are valuable not only for diagnosis, but also for providing mechanistic details related to disease etiology and progression.

These proteomic approaches focused on protein quantification, but neglect protein phosphorylation, a key point in the measurement of cellular activity. Protein phosphorylation is a post-translational modification central to signal transduction, that influences cell growth, division, differentiation, cancer development and progression \[[@pone.0224148.ref011], [@pone.0224148.ref012]\]. Protein phosphosites can trigger protein activation or inactivation, and profiling the phosphorylation patterns of proteins can be a powerful tool for understanding key roles in tumor progression and/or drug resistance \[[@pone.0224148.ref013]\]. Technological advances in the last decade have led to the development of several high-throughput strategies to map the cellular phosphoproteome \[[@pone.0224148.ref014]\]. Several recent studies examined the phosphoproteome of PC, thereby informing about the activity status of signaling pathways involved in CRPC progression \[[@pone.0224148.ref015]--[@pone.0224148.ref017]\]. In particular, a recent study integrating phosphoproteomics with transcriptomics and genomics data revealed the diversity of activated signaling pathways in metastatic PC patients, in relation to their resistance to the anti-androgen therapy \[[@pone.0224148.ref018]\]. This work further demonstrated the utility of combining *-omics* approaches to better understand PC and CRPC progression.

Here, we used a SILAC-based Mass Spectrometry approach, and identified and quantified the proteomes and phosphoproteomes of four widely used prostate cell lines representative of different cancerous and hormonal status. We first identified a common set of housekeeping proteins highly expressed in all cell lines, and enriched in biological processes related to RNA metabolism and oxidative stress. We further detected that each cell line possesses specific protein, phosphosite and functional features, in particular related to cellular metabolism, transport and protein localization. In addition, comparing the sensitive and resistant cell lines, we were able to pinpoint potential biomarkers differentially expressed or phosphorylated in the resistant context. Finally, pathway and network-level interpretation of the biomarkers reveal cellular processes associated with resistance, including, among others, an upregulation of cell migration, extracellular processes and epithelial-mesenchymal transition, and a downregulation of the cellular respiration.

Materials and methods {#sec006}
=====================

Cell culture and SILAC labeling {#sec007}
-------------------------------

We cultivated three replicates of four cell lines derived from prostate tissue: PNT1A (ECACC, European Collection of Cell Cultures, England), LNCaP, DU145 and PC3 cell lines (ATCC, American Type Culture Collection (Rockville, MD, USA)). All cell lines were routinely cultured at 37°C in a humidified 5% CO~2~-95% air atmosphere. They were maintained in Dulbecco's Modified Eagle's Medium (PC3) and RPMI-1640 (Roswell Park Memorial Institute) (Invitrogen, Cergy Pontoise, France), supplemented with 10% fetal bovine serum. Stable Isotope Labelling with Amino acids in Culture (SILAC) labeling of cell lines was carried out according to \[[@pone.0224148.ref019], [@pone.0224148.ref020]\] using SILAC media with 10% dialyzed fetal bovine serum supplemented with ^13^C~6~^15^N~2~-L-lysine (K8) and ^13^C~6~^15^N~4~-L-arginine (R10). Before creating the reference proteome, the incorporation rate of the heavy amino acid was checked for each cell lines using LC-MS/MS and cell extracts were used if this rate reached 95%. Additionally, the interconversion of arginine to proline was checked and found to be negligible. Cells were washed on ice with PBS and collected in a lysis buffer containing 4% SDS, 100 mM Tris-HCl pH7.4, 1 mM DTT (with protease and phosphatase inhibitors cocktails, EDTA-free, ROCHE, usually 1 tablet of each per 10 ml of lysis buffer). Each pellet was resuspended in the lysis buffer and heated to 95°C for 5 min. Viscous lysates were first homogenized mechanically with a syringe and DNAse was added at a 1:40 dilution (benzonase endonuclease, Sigma). Samples were left on ice for 40 min, then centrifuged at 16000 rcf (g) for 25 min. Supernatants were collected in clean Lo-Bind Eppendorf tubes and protein quantitation was done using BCA assay. After cell lysis, the protein extracts from the four heavy cell lines were mixed in equimolar amounts (1:1:1:1), to generate the super SILAC reference proteome which was then aliquoted and stored at -80°C. For proteomics and phosphoproteomics profiling the reference proteome was mixed in equimolar amounts with protein extracts from each non-labeled cells ([Fig 1C](#pone.0224148.g001){ref-type="fig"}).

![Overall overview of our study.\
(A) Prostate cell lines used in the present study. AR: Androgen Receptor. (B) Prostate cancer progression over time, from localized asymptomatic castration-sensitive to metastatic castration-resistant disease. (C) SILAC Cell line culture preparation, Spike-in and Mass Spectrometry analysis of the proteomes and phosphoproteomes. Figure adapted from \[[@pone.0224148.ref019]\] (D) Hierarchical clustering of the proteomes and (E) phosphoproteomes normalized expression data in the four cell lines.](pone.0224148.g001){#pone.0224148.g001}

Proteomes preparation {#sec008}
---------------------

40 μg of protein extract were loaded on NuPAGE 4--12% bis--Tris acrylamide gels (Life Technologies) to separate proteins, and were stained with Imperial Blue (Pierce, Rockford, IL). Each lane of the gel was cut into 20 bands that were placed in individual Eppendorf tubes. Gel pieces were submitted to an in-gel trypsin digestion using a slightly modified version of the method described by \[[@pone.0224148.ref021]\]. Briefly, gel pieces were washed and destained using few steps of 100mM ammonium bicarbonate. Destained gel pieces were shrunk with 100 mM ammonium bicarbonate in 50% acetonitrile and dried at room temperature (RT). Protein spots were then rehydrated using 10mM DTT in 25 mM ammonium bicarbonate pH 8.0 for 45 min at 56°C. This solution was replaced by 55 mM iodoacetamide in 25 mM ammonium bicarbonate pH 8.0 and the gel pieces were incubated for 30 min at RT in the dark. They were then washed twice in 25 mM ammonium bicarbonate and finally shrunk by incubation for 5 min with 25 mM ammonium bicarbonate in 50% acetonitrile. The resulting alkylated gel pieces were dried at RT. The dried gel pieces were re-swollen by incubation in 25 mM ammonium bicarbonate pH 8.0 supplemented with 12.5 ng/ml trypsin (Promega) for 1h at 4°C and then incubated overnight at 37°C. Peptides were harvested by collecting the initial digestion solution and carrying out two extractions; first in 5% formic acid and then in 5% formic acid in 60% acetonitrile. Pooled extracts were dried down in a centrifugal vacuum system.

Phosphoproteomes preparation {#sec009}
----------------------------

For each condition, 400 μg of cell lysate implemented with 400 μg of the reference proteome was precipitated using Acetone/Ethanol (sample/Acetone/EtOH 1/4/4 v/v/v) overnight at -20°C. The acetone-precipitated lysate was resolubilized in 50 mM ammonium bicarbonate, pH 8.0. The soluble proteins were reduced for 45 min at 56°C with 10 mM dithiothreitol (DTT), and then alkylated for 30 min at RT in the dark with 10mg/ml Iodoacetamide. The protein mixture was then digested with trypsin (1:50 w/w) overnight. Trypsin was quenched by acidification of the reaction mixture with TFA. The peptide mixture was desalted and concentrated on a C18-SepPak cartridge (Waters, Milford, MA) and eluted with 1x 2 mL of 75% acetonitrile (ACN) in 0.1% TFA and dried down. The phosphopeptide enrichment was performed with TiO~2~ beads 10 μm (Titansphere TIO, GL Sciences, Japan). Titania beads (6 mg) were prepacked in 200 μL pipet tips filled at the orifice with a C8 Empore disk (3M Empore). Prior to loading samples, the titania tips were rinsed with 200 μL of buffer A (3% TFA/70% CH~3~ CN). Digest samples were reconstituted with 200 μL of loading buffer (buffer A + 1M Glycolic acid). After centrifugation the supernatant was slowly loaded three times onto the titania tip using centrifugation at 300 g for 10 min. The titania beads were sequentially washed with 200 μL loading buffer, twice with 200 μL of buffer A and 200 μL of 0.1% TFA. Bound peptides were eluted with 140 μL of 1% NH~4~ OH pH 10.5 and dried down with a vacuum concentrator.

Mass Spectrometry analysis {#sec010}
--------------------------

Samples were reconstituted in 0.1% TFA 4% acetonitrile and analyzed by liquid chromatography (LC)--tandem Mass Spectrometry (MS/MS) using Q-Exactive Mass Spectrometer (Thermo Electron, Bremen, Germany) for proteome and phosphopeptide experiments. For the phosphopeptide experiments, an LTQ-Orbitrap Velos Mass Spectrometer (Thermo Electron, Bremen, Germany) was also used. Mass Spectrometers were on line with a nanoLC Ultimate 3000 chromatography system (Dionex, Sunnyvale, CA). Peptides were separated on a Dionex Acclaim PepMap RSLC C18 column at 37°C. First, peptides were concentrated and purified on a pre-column from Dionex (C18 PepMap100, 2 cm x 100 μm I.D, 100 Å pore size, 5 μm particle size) in solution A (0.05% trifluoroacetic acid---2% acetonitrile). In the second step, peptides were separated on a reverse phase column from Dionex (C18 PepMap100, 15 cm x 75 μm I.D, 100 Å pore size, 2 μm particle size) at 300 nL/min flow rate. After column equilibration by 4% of solution B (20% water--80% acetonitrile--0.1% formic acid), peptides were eluted from the analytical column by a two steps linear gradient. For proteome analyses, these two steps were 4-25% acetonitrile/H~2~O; 0.1% formic acid for 40 min and 25-50% acetonitrile/H~2~O; 0.1% formic acid for 10 min. For phosphopeptide analyses, these two steps were 4-20% acetonitrile/H~2~O; 0.1% formic acid for 90 min and 20-45% acetonitrile/H~2~O; 0.1% formic acid for 30 min. For peptides ionisation in the nanospray source, spray voltage was set at 1.5 kV and the capillary temperature at 275°C. Instrument method for the Q-Exactive was set up in data dependant mode to switch consistently between MS and MS/MS. MS spectra were acquired with the Orbitrap in the range of m/z 300-1700 at a FWHM resolution of 70000 (AGC target at 1e6, maximum IT 120 ms and 250 ms for proteomes and phosphopeptides respectively). For internal mass calibration the 445.120025 ions was used as lock mass. The 12 most intense ions per survey scan (Intensity threshold 1e5) were selected for HCD fragmentation (AGC target 5e5, NCE 25%, maximum IT 60 ms) and resulting fragments were analysed at a resolution of 17500 in the Orbitrap. Charge state screening was enabled to exclude precursors with unassigned, 1 and \> 8 charge states. Fragmented precursor ions were dynamically excluded for 25 s. For phosphopeptides analysis using the LTQ-Orbitrap Velos, the Mass Spectrometer was set as above except for the following parameters. Survey spectra were acquired with a resolution of 60000 (AGC target at 1e6, maximum IT 100 ms) and the 15 most intense precursors ions per cycle were selected for fragmentation by activation of the neutral loss ions (-48.99, -32.66, and -24.49 Thompson relative to the precursor ions) with collision induced dissociation (AGC target 3000, NCE 35%, maximum IT 200 ms). The Mass Spectrometry proteomics data, including search result, have been deposited to the ProteomeXchange Consortium ([www.proteomexchange.org](http://www.proteomexchange.org)) \[[@pone.0224148.ref022]\] via the PRIDE partner repository with datasets identifiers PXD004970 and PXD004992.

Protein identification and quantification {#sec011}
-----------------------------------------

Relative intensity-based SILAC quantification was processed using MaxQuant computational proteomics platform, version 1.3.0.5 \[[@pone.0224148.ref023]\]. First the acquired raw LC Orbitrap MS data were processed using the integrated Andromeda search engine \[[@pone.0224148.ref024]\]. Spectra were searched against a SwissProt human database (version 2014.02; 20284 entries). This database was supplemented with a set of 245 frequently observed contaminants. The following parameters were used for searches: (i) trypsin allowing cleavage before proline \[[@pone.0224148.ref025]\]; two missed cleavages were allowed; (ii) monoisotopic precursor tolerance of 20 ppm in the first search used for recalibration, followed by 6 ppm for the main search and 20 ppm for fragment ions from MS/MS; (iii) cysteine carbamidomethylation (+57.02146 Da) as a fixed modification and methionine oxidation (+15.99491 Da) and N-terminal acetylation (+42.0106 Da) as variable modifications; (iv) a maximum of five modifications per peptide allowed; and (v) minimum peptide length was 7 amino acids. The re-quantify option was enabled to search for missing SILAC partners. The quantification was performed using a minimum ratio count of 2 (unique+razor) and the second peptide option to allow identification of two co-fragmented co-eluting peptides with similar masses. The false discovery rate (FDR) at the peptide level and protein level were set to 1% and determined by searching a reverse database. For protein grouping, all proteins that cannot be distinguished based on their identified peptides were assembled into a single entry according to the MaxQuant rules.

Phosphopeptide identification and quantification {#sec012}
------------------------------------------------

Peptide identification was done similarly than above using MaxQuant software except that serine, threonine, and tyrosine phosphorylation (+79.96633 Da) were allowed as variable modifications.

Preliminary treatment of the datasets {#sec013}
-------------------------------------

Statistical analyses were done with the Perseus program (version 1.3.0.5; freely available at [www.maxquant.org](http://www.maxquant.org)) from the MaxQuant environment \[[@pone.0224148.ref026]\]. The relative intensity-based SILAC ratio, iBAQ normalised intensities and peptide intensities were uploaded from the proteinGroups.txt and Phospho(STY)Sites.txt files for proteome and phosphoproteome studies, respectively. Proteins marked as contaminant, reverse hits, and "only identified by site" were discarded.

One DU145 cell line replicate in the phosphoproteome study was discarded due to high divergence. In all other cases, for each experiment and for each cell line, the measurements of three replicates were considered.

Data analyses {#sec014}
-------------

R statistical programming environment \[[@pone.0224148.ref027]\] was used for the treatment of the proteomic and phosphoproteomic datasets. Expression ratios towards the internal standard were base-2 logarithmized and normalized using z-scores.

### Clustering {#sec015}

Unsupervised hierarchical clustering using average method was performed for the proteomic and phosphoproteomic datasets based on Euclidean distances of the expression ratio after normalization.

### Identification of the highly-expressed housekeeping proteome {#sec016}

The abundance of each protein in each cell line was computed as the sum of the IBAQ values of every replicate. The housekeeping proteome was obtained by selecting the 10% most abundant proteins matching across all cell lines.

### Identification of differentially expressed proteins and phosphosites {#sec017}

We first applied a 1-way ANOVA over the four different cell lines. Benjamini & Hochberg FDR \[[@pone.0224148.ref028]\] was used for multiple testing corrections, and the threshold for significance was set to 0.01.

Next, to characterize cell line specific protein/phosphosite expression, a t-test was applied to compare the expression value in the three PC cell lines (LNCaP, DU145 and PC3) to the reference non-tumorigenic PNT1A cell line. Benjamini & Hochberg FDR \[[@pone.0224148.ref028]\] was used for multiple testing corrections, and the threshold of significance set to 0.1.

Pairwise comparisons of protein/phosphosite expression values between the CS (LNCaP) and the CR cell lines (DU145 and PC3) were performed with a t-test, and the threshold of significance set to 0.1 after FDR multiple testing corrections. The results of the pairwise comparisons with the two CR cell lines were combined to define proteins/phosphosites always significantly up- or downregulated in CS as compared to CR.

It is to note that these analyses are conducted with a very stringent filter that select only proteins and phosphosites with at least two over three valid quantification values in all four cell lines. In this context, the proteins identified only in the CR resistant or only in the CS sensitive contexts were discarded, whereas they could be considered as pertinent biomarkers. We then also rescued these potential biomarkers as "CR_only" proteins and phosphosites, having at least two valid expression values in CR and strictly none in CS cell lines and "CS_only" proteins and phosphosites, having at least two valid values in the two CS cell line and strictly none in the CR cell lines.

Pathway and biological process analyses {#sec018}
---------------------------------------

### Functional enrichments {#sec019}

Enrichment Analyses were conducted with G:Profiler \[[@pone.0224148.ref029]\], and the significance threshold set to 0.01 after FDR multiple testing corrections. The list of 1229 proteins used for quantification analyses was used as statistical background. Additionally, the strong filter option was selected on G:Profiler to display solely the most significant ontology in each ontological group, and reduce annotation redundancy.

### ROMA {#sec020}

ROMA (Representation and Quantification of Module Activity) is a software focused on the quantification and representation of biological module activity using expression data \[[@pone.0224148.ref030]\]. The reference gene sets used for this analysis were selected from pathway databases including Reactome \[[@pone.0224148.ref031]\] and HALLMARK \[[@pone.0224148.ref032]\]. For each of these pathways, a score corresponding to the weighted sum of the protein expression was computed. The weights are based on the first principal component (PC1). ROMA quantifies the statistical significance of the amount of variance explained by the PC1, and is referred to as the gene set overdispersion. Overdispersed pathways are selected based on a p-value set to 0.01, and the resulting list of pathways can be interpreted as the pathways that contribute significantly to the total expression variance. A detailed presentation of the computational method and use of software can be found at \[[@pone.0224148.ref030]\]. For this study, we applied on the proteomic dataset an R implementation of ROMA (<https://github.com/Albluca/rRoma>), which is an improved version of the initial software. The results are presented as a heatmap where the mean value of the scores was computed by types of cancer cell lines: CS for castration-sensitive and CR for castration-resistant, and scaled between -1 and 1.

### Ingenuity Pathway Analysis (IPA) {#sec021}

Proteomic datasets were also analyzed with Ingenuity Pathway Analysis (IPA) software (Qiagen, <http://www.ingenuity.com/>) to predict pathway activation or inhibition. The IPA knowledgebase, derived from literature, compute a score based on one-tailed Fisher test. The final score corresponds to the negative log of p-value, and thresholds were set to 0.01.

### Kinase-Substrate Enrichment Analysis (KSEA) {#sec022}

In order to use the KSEA App (<https://casecpb.shinyapps.io/ksea/>) \[[@pone.0224148.ref033]\] on the phosphoproteomic datasets, we computed the fold-changes (FC) between DU145 and LNCaP, and between PC3 and LNCaP, using the mean raw expression values of the replicates. We selected the sites where the expression values are over or under-expressed in both CR cell lines in comparison with LNCaP. Finally, we computed the mean of the FC for the 337 Sites, and normalized it between 0 and 1.

We used this list of sites as input for the KSEA App. The kinases with at least 3 targeted phosphosite substrates, and a p-value smaller than 0.05 were considered as significant.

### Network analyses {#sec023}

We constructed a network encompassing molecular complex interaction data by merging Corum complexes \[[@pone.0224148.ref034]\] and Hu.MAP complexes \[[@pone.0224148.ref035]\]. This network contains 8653 nodes and 91500 edges. Then, we fetched interactions between:

-   Proteins significantly differentially expressed in CR versus CS;

-   Proteins containing phosphosites significantly differentially expressed in CR versus CS;

-   Proteins and proteins containing phosphosites identified only in CR or CS contexts (CR_only and CS_only).

The interaction network was represented with Cytoscape \[[@pone.0224148.ref036]\]. For visualization purposes, the expression values mapped on that network correspond to the mean of the expression of PC3 and DU145 cell lines.

Results {#sec024}
=======

Proteomic and phosphoproteomic profiles of prostate cell lines {#sec025}
--------------------------------------------------------------

In order to elucidate PC progression and androgen escape pathway with proteomics and phosphoproteomics identification and quantification, we selected four widely exploited prostate cell lines, namely PNT1A, LNCaP, DU145 and PC3 for proteomic and phosphoproteomic profiling ([Fig 1A](#pone.0224148.g001){ref-type="fig"}). These cell lines are representative of normal, cancerous and castration-resistant progression of PC ([Fig 1B](#pone.0224148.g001){ref-type="fig"}). The PNT1A benign prostate cell line was established by immortalizing non-tumorigenic human prostate benign epithelial cells by transfection with the SV40 large-T antigen gene \[[@pone.0224148.ref037]\]. The CS LNCaP cell line was established from metastatic deposit in a lymph node and demonstrates androgen sensitivity \[[@pone.0224148.ref038]\]. Finally, the two CR tumor cell lines, DU145 and PC3, were established from metastatic deposits (central nervous system and bone/lumbar spine, respectively), lack the AR and are androgen-independent. Moreover, PC3 cells are more tumorigenic and have a higher metastatic potential than DU145 \[[@pone.0224148.ref039]\]. It is to note that benign PNT1A cell line also lacks the AR. The loss of AR and prostate-associated markers (PSA and PAP) appears to be a consistent feature of immortalized cells of prostatic origin, observed in SV40 immortalized cell lines such as PNT1A \[[@pone.0224148.ref040]\].

We used SILAC and Mass Spectrometry to identify and quantify the proteomes of these four cell lines \[[@pone.0224148.ref041], [@pone.0224148.ref042]\] ([Fig 1C](#pone.0224148.g001){ref-type="fig"}, [Materials and methods](#sec006){ref-type="sec"}). We elected the spike-in super SILAC method described by \[[@pone.0224148.ref019], [@pone.0224148.ref020]\]. In this protocol, the protein expression in each cell line is compared to the same reference proteome, thereby maximizing the number of detected proteins. We identified 3219 proteins ([S1 Table](#pone.0224148.s006){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). We plotted the median iBAQ values considering all the cell lines to estimate the absolute abundance of the 3219 identified proteins, and obtained the expected S-shaped distribution covering six orders of dynamic range of MS signals ([Materials and methods](#sec006){ref-type="sec"} and [S1 Fig](#pone.0224148.s001){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). The most highly expressed proteins include the core histones, tubulins as well as heat shock proteins. Both the most abundant proteins detected as well as the lowest ones have been previously reported in other studies with a similar approach \[[@pone.0224148.ref043]\]. We kept for further analysis only those proteins containing at least two valid quantification values over the 3 replicates in each cell line. Doing so, we used for subsequent analyses the quantitative expression data of 1229 proteins ([S1 Table](#pone.0224148.s006){ref-type="supplementary-material"}).

A similar strategy was used to identify and quantify phosphopeptides ([Materials and methods](#sec006){ref-type="sec"}). We identified 3746 phosphosites, of which 563 were kept for expression analysis considering the strong filters we defined ([S2 Table](#pone.0224148.s007){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). These 563 phosphosites correspond to 381 proteins. Overall, 135 proteins were associated with quantitative expression values both at the proteomic and phosphoproteomic levels, with a correlation ranging from 0.43 to 0.62 in each of the four cell lines ([S2 Fig](#pone.0224148.s002){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Therefore, the level of phosphorylation of a protein is not strictly correlated to its level of expression, but might also reflect its activity status.

The unsupervised clustering of the quantified proteins and phosphosites first confirms that the cell line replicates cluster together ([Fig 1D and 1E](#pone.0224148.g001){ref-type="fig"}). In addition, we observed that the benign PNT1A cell line clusters with the resistant DU145. The genetic instability associated with continuous propagation in culture is a particular problem with benign immortalized cell lines such as PNT1A, in which the insertion of viral DNA drives the cell to replicate continuously \[[@pone.0224148.ref044]\]. This might explain why its global expression patterns may be similar to that of more malignant cell lines.

The highly-expressed housekeeping proteome {#sec026}
------------------------------------------

A large number of proteins are essential in all the cells, suggesting that their expression is crucial for the maintenance of basic functionality and survival \[[@pone.0224148.ref045]\]. These proteins are often called housekeeping. We focused here on the top 10% most expressed proteins in each cell line, corresponding to 321 proteins. Among those 321 highly expressed proteins, 257 are common to the four cell lines ([Materials and methods](#sec006){ref-type="sec"} and [S3 Table](#pone.0224148.s008){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). This means that 80% of the most expressed proteins are the same in all the four cell lines studied here, and can thereby be defined as the highly-expressed housekeeping proteome.

This housekeeping proteome is enriched in functions related to RNA metabolism and response to oxidative stress ([Materials and methods](#sec006){ref-type="sec"} and [S5 Table](#pone.0224148.s010){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). It contains for instance many RNA binding proteins (mainly from the RPS family) and structural constituents of the ribosome. Eight members of the eukaryotic chaperonin TriC/CCT complex are also highly abundant in all the four cell lines studied.

LNCaP, DU145 and PC3 cancer cell lines characterization {#sec027}
-------------------------------------------------------

In a second step, we focused on the differences between the cell lines. We first conducted an ANOVA analysis to identify the proteins and phosphosites with the most variation among the four cell lines ([Materials and methods](#sec006){ref-type="sec"}). 46 proteins and 13 phosphosites (corresponding to 13 proteins) are varying significantly among the four cell lines ([S3](#pone.0224148.s008){ref-type="supplementary-material"} and [S4](#pone.0224148.s009){ref-type="supplementary-material"} Tables). Almost half of the 46 ANOVA-significant proteins play a role in stress response (e.g., DNAJB1, VDAC1, ZYX, TCEB1), several are involved in actin cytoskeleton organization (e.g., ACTN1, RHOA, PLS3), and 15 proteins are associated with RNA binding (e.g., CCT6A, NOP2, OCT3, HNRNPA2B1). Among the 13 proteins with phosphosites associated with ANOVA-significant variations in the four cell lines, five are cell-adhesion molecule binding (SEPT9, AHNAK, TNKS1BP1, SCRIB, TAGLN2). Of note, Septin-9 (SEPT9), a filament-forming cytoskeletal GTPase, presents significant variations across the cell lines both at the protein and Serine-30 phosphosite levels ([S3 Fig](#pone.0224148.s003){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). SEPT9 has been shown to be highly expressed in PC and positively correlates with malignant progression \[[@pone.0224148.ref046]\].

Interestingly, two highly expressed housekeeping proteins are associated with phosphosites differentially expressed between the four cell lines according to the ANOVA analysis. First, TAGLN2 presents a significant variation in the Serine-163 expression ([S4 Fig](#pone.0224148.s004){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). In liver cancer, this protein has been reported as a putative tumor suppressor and the involvement of its phosphorylation in actin binding and cell migration has been demonstrated \[[@pone.0224148.ref047]\]. Second, HNRNPA1, involved in the packaging of pre-mRNA, is highly expressed in the four cell lines, but also shows significant differential phosphorylation levels in the Serine-6 ([S5 Fig](#pone.0224148.s005){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). To our knowledge, a role for HNRNPA1 phosphorylation in PC has not been described previously.

In order to provide insights into the cellular mechanisms that are involved in cell malignant transformation, we then compared protein and phosphosite levels in each of the three cancer cell lines (LNCaP, DU145 and PC3) to the benign PNT1A cell line ([Materials and methods](#sec006){ref-type="sec"}). On a global scale, LNCaP clusters apart and appears to be the most divergent cell line ([Fig 1D](#pone.0224148.g001){ref-type="fig"}). LNCaP cells display 226 up- and 219 downregulated proteins as compared to PNT1A ([S3 Table](#pone.0224148.s008){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Functional enrichment analyses reveal that the proteins upregulated in LNCaP are related to cellular metabolism ([Fig 2A](#pone.0224148.g002){ref-type="fig"} and [S5 Table](#pone.0224148.s010){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). The association of tumorigenesis and metabolism is well established; it is not surprising that a cancer cell, in order to meet its increased requirements of proliferation, displays fundamental changes in pathways of energy metabolism and nutrient uptake \[[@pone.0224148.ref048]\]. In contrast, the proteins downregulated in LNCaP as compared to PNT1A are enriched in cell recognition and protein/RNA localization processes. Protein and RNA localization mechanisms have shown to play pivotal roles for the presence of specific protein components in cancer cell protrusions, involved in cell migration and invasion \[[@pone.0224148.ref049]\]. Cell recognition is one of the ways that cells communicate with each other and their environment (adhesion proteins, surface molecules); loss of cell recognition has been shown to lead to cancer development \[[@pone.0224148.ref050]\]. IPA analysis ([Materials and methods](#sec006){ref-type="sec"}) confirmed a high metabolic activity in LNCaP, in particular an upregulation of TCA cycle for aerobic respiration. It further delineates a downregulation in the RAN signaling pathway, central to the nucleo-cytoplasmic transport, with seven downregulated proteins, including RAN and its regulator RANBP1, four importins and one exportin ([S5 Table](#pone.0224148.s010){ref-type="supplementary-material"}).

![Functional enrichments of proteins up- and downregulated in PC cell lines.\
Bar graphs represent relative fold change of Gene Ontology Biological Processes among (A) LNCaP, (B) DU145, (C) PC3 upregulated proteins (red bars) and downregulated proteins (green bars), as compared to PNT1A cells. Significance is represented in the dot plot by --log (P-values).](pone.0224148.g002){#pone.0224148.g002}

The resistant cell line DU145 presents 80 up- and 92 downregulated proteins as compared to PNT1A. Upregulated proteins are enriched in transport and cellular organization processes. Moreover, 61/80 proteins upregulated in DU145 are annotated as extracellular proteins. By contrast, we observed that proteins downregulated in DU145 as compared to PNT1A are enriched in cellular respiration and protein/RNA localization ([Fig 2B](#pone.0224148.g002){ref-type="fig"} and [S5 Table](#pone.0224148.s010){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). IPA analysis confirmed an upregulation of actin and Rho signaling and a downregulation of TCA cycle for aerobic respiration.

Finally, the most tumorigenic cell line, PC3, displays 180 up- and 158 downregulated proteins as compared to PNT1A. The upregulated proteins are enriched in vesicle-mediated transport, as it is the case for the other resistant cell line DU145 ([Fig 2C](#pone.0224148.g002){ref-type="fig"} and [S5 Table](#pone.0224148.s010){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). In recent years, several publications have proposed vesicle-mediated transport as a mechanism to explain the transfer of resistance to drugs among tumorigenic cells \[[@pone.0224148.ref051]\]. In addition, many proteins upregulated in PC3 are localized in the extracellular exosome. The proteins downregulated in PC3 are enriched in toxin transport and protein-RNA localization processes. These functional enrichments are complemented by the IPA analysis that revealed strong enrichment in epithelial adherence junction annotation among the upregulated proteins in PC3. Overall, we identified 13 proteins upregulated and 19 proteins downregulated together in LNCaP, DU145 and PC3 cells as compared to PNT1A ([S3 Table](#pone.0224148.s008){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). We propose that these proteins, differentially expressed in the PC cell lines as compared to the benign cell line, could constitute markers of oncogenic transformation. The upregulated proteins are almost all annotated for secretion and exosomes (e.g., RAB5B, RAB7A, RPL36A, NES, SRI). It has been recently described that exosomes derived from PC cells modulate the prostatic tumor adjacent environment by inducing, among others, tumor-associated target cells growth \[[@pone.0224148.ref052]\]. Among the 19 downregulated proteins, several are annotated for regulation of protein stability and chaperone-mediated protein folding, and almost half are involved in DNA metabolism. Overall, many proteins of the chaperonin TriC/CCT folding complex, which were observed as highly abundant in all cell lines and thereby classified as housekeeping, are also underexpressed in the three cancer cell lines as compared to PNT1A. The TriC/CCT chaperonin complex directly modulates the folding and activity of as many as 10% of cytosolic client proteins \[[@pone.0224148.ref053], [@pone.0224148.ref054]\]. Recently, the TRiC/CCT complex was also shown to be required for maintaining the wild-type conformation of the tumor suppressor p53 \[[@pone.0224148.ref055]\]. The downregulation of this chaperone complex could promote the oncogenic functions of p53, such as cancer cell migration and invasion.

We reproduced the cell line characterization protocol for phosphosites, thereby identifying 146 up- and 98 downregulated phosphosites in LNCaP, 5 up- and 3 down in DU145, and 82 up- and 44 down in PC3, as compared to PNT1A. No functional enrichments were significant for the corresponding proteins. Nevertheless, two proteins are associated with phosphosites significantly deregulated in all three PC cell lines as compared to PNT1A. First, TP53BP1 (tumor protein p53 binding protein 1) phosphosites Serine-500 and Threonine-1056 are downregulated in LNCaP. TP53BP1 Serine-500 phosphosite is also downregulated in DU145, and the Threonine-1056 phosphosite downregulated in PC3, as compared to PNT1A. This TP53BP1 protein is well known to be involved in DNA Damage Response (DDR) and its phosphorylation could be a marker of malignant transformation \[[@pone.0224148.ref056]\]. Previously published studies described TP53BP1 phosphorylation necessary for recruitment to DNA double strand breaks \[[@pone.0224148.ref057]\]. In this context, a downregulation of TP53BP1 phosphorylation, as we observed in the three PC cell lines, could lead to impaired DDR. Second, the DEAD-box RNA helicase 10 (DDX10) Serine-539 phosphosite is significantly upregulated in LNCaP, DU145 and PC3 as compared to PNT1A. DDX10 is an ATP-dependent RNA helicase \[[@pone.0224148.ref058]\], but, to our knowledge, little is known about its phosphorylation and function in cancer. Other members of the same family of RNA helicases have been well described, and the phosphorylation of DDX p68 is reported to be associated with cancer development and cell proliferation \[[@pone.0224148.ref059]\]. Interestingly, the phosphosite Serine-539 that we identified as upregulated in PC cell lines is one of the known post-translational DDX modification sites \[[@pone.0224148.ref060]\]. Thus, our approach allowed us identifying a well-known cancer-related phosphosite, as well as another potential new candidate.

Identification of resistance markers {#sec028}
------------------------------------

One of the features of PC is, in most cases, its progression to highly aggressive and incurable CR disease after androgen deprivation therapy. Identifying resistance biomarkers is essential to guide the development of new therapeutic strategies and avoid drug resistance. In order to identify proteins and processes potentially involved in resistance, we compared protein expression levels in CS LNCaP cell line, with CR DU145 and PC3 cell lines. We found 135 proteins upregulated and 135 downregulated in CR as compared to CS cell line, and propose them as resistance biomarkers ([S3 Table](#pone.0224148.s008){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Protein biomarkers upregulated in the CR contexts are functionally enriched in processes related to cell-cell adhesion and external communication ([Fig 3A](#pone.0224148.g003){ref-type="fig"} and [S5 Table](#pone.0224148.s010){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). This finding is in accordance with previously published studies demonstrating the involvement of these processes in invasion and metastasis, features for which CR cells have a higher potential \[[@pone.0224148.ref061]\]. Conversely, proteins downregulated in CR are enriched in cellular respiration and protein maturation processes. The downregulation of cellular respiration in the CR context could highlight the Warburg effect \[[@pone.0224148.ref062]\], in which castration-resistant progression would be associated with a switch from oxidative respiration to glycolysis as primary energy source. The ROMA pathway analysis tool \[[@pone.0224148.ref030]\] also points to a downregulation in CR cells of oxidative phosphorylation and metabolic pathways such as fatty acid metabolism, as well as signaling pathways related to p53 and apoptosis ([Fig 3B](#pone.0224148.g003){ref-type="fig"}). Conversely, it reveals an upregulation of the epithelial-mesenchymal transition (EMT) and reactive oxygen species (ROS) pathways. EMT refers to the morphological and functional alterations involved in cancer invasion \[[@pone.0224148.ref063]\]. Finally, IPA analysis points to an upregulation of actin cytoskeleton and Rho signaling in CR cells, and further identifies an upregulation of Integrin Signaling and Calpain protease signaling.

![Functional enrichments of protein resistance biomarkers.\
(A) Bar graphs represent relative fold change of Gene Ontology Biological Processes among proteins upregulated (red bars) and downregulated (green bars) in Castration Resistant cell lines DU145 and PC3 as compared to castration-sensitive LNCaP cell line. Significance is represented in the dot plot by --log (P-values). (B) Clustered heatmap of ROMA pathway analysis. The color intensities correspond to the values of the scores of each signaling pathway (red, upregulated; green, downregulated).](pone.0224148.g003){#pone.0224148.g003}

Phosphoproteomics data reveal 41 phosphosites upregulated and 40 downregulated in CR versus CS, which we also predict as resistance biomarkers ([S4 Table](#pone.0224148.s009){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). The 41 upregulated phosphosites concern essentially nuclear proteins involved in functions such as transcription regulation, genome stability and RNA processing (e.g., SMARCC1, SRRM1, SRRM2, SSB). The deregulation of these processes, and their implication in cancer development and progression, have been largely documented \[[@pone.0224148.ref064]\]. Moreover, 2 kinases are hyper-phosphorylated in the resistant context. First, the Serine/threonine-protein kinase N2 (PKN2), which plays a role in the regulation of cell cycle progression, actin cytoskeleton assembly, cell migration, cell adhesion, tumor cell invasion and transcription activation signaling processes. It was recently shown to be phosphorylated by the PI-3 Kinase pathway and implicated in PC progression \[[@pone.0224148.ref065]\]. Second, the nuclear receptor binding protein (NRBP1), which is involved in subcellular ER-Golgi trafficking. To our knowledge, a role of its phosphorylation status in PC has not been described previously.

The 40 downregulated phosphosites concern mainly proteins involved in cell migration and invasion, such as PLEC, AHNAK, ESYT1 and ZYX. A group of kinases sharing the same identified peptide and that consequently cannot be distinguished with the MS experiment (CDK2;CDK3;CDK1;CDC2) shows a decrease in phosphorylation activity in the CR context.

Kinase-Substrate Enrichment Analysis (KSEA \[[@pone.0224148.ref033]\], [Materials and methods](#sec006){ref-type="sec"}) predicted the high activity of 3 kinases, namely CDK1, MAPK13 and MAPK3, with 9, 4 and 3 targeted phosphosites that present significant changes in the CR context, respectively ([S4 Table](#pone.0224148.s009){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). For instance, the Serine-25 and Serine-38 of the stathmin protein (STMN1) are targets of the three kinases. The STMN1 protein displays a complex pattern of activity and phosphorylation in cancers \[[@pone.0224148.ref066]\]. The sequestosome 1 protein (SQSTM1) Threonine-269 and Serine-272 are targets of both CDK1 and MAPK13.

Another interesting set of putative biomarkers can be derived from the proteins and phosphosites that have been identified in the MS experiment, but that were not further considered for quantification analyses because of the strong filtering criteria we have defined. We thus rescued the proteins and phosphosites that have been identified in at least 2 replicates in the CS cell line but that are completely absents in the CR cell lines, and vice-versa ([Materials and methods](#sec006){ref-type="sec"}). This concerns 140 proteins and 5 phosphosites that are identified only in the CR cell lines, and 8 proteins and 108 phosphosites that are identified only in the CS cell line. Focusing particularly on kinases, 8 of them are identified only in the CR cell lines (CALM1, EGFR, EIF2AK2, EPHA2, HK2, PIK3R4, PPP4C, ROCK2). A majority of these kinases are involved in response to stress. Two other kinases are associated with phosphosites identified only in the CR contexts (PRPF4B, TAOK1). TAOK1 is particularly appealing as it activates the Hippo pathway involved in cellular homeostasis \[[@pone.0224148.ref067]\]. Finally, it is to note that some phosphosites associated to significantly different levels of phosphorylation are found in proteins that are quantified by our approach, and not differentially expressed in the ANOVA. These might represent functionally relevant candidates. These include 12 proteins (DKC1, BCLAF1, SRRM2, NAP1L4, CLNS1A, TJP1, API5, SSB, SQSTM1, DHCR7, NCBP1).

Proteome and phosphoproteome integration in a molecular network {#sec029}
---------------------------------------------------------------

We finally sought to provide a larger-scale functional interpretation of resistance-associated candidate biomarkers. The separated analysis of the proteomics and phosphoproteomics datasets provided one-dimensional views of cellular processes. We expect to obtain a comprehensive perspective of cellular processes and their interplays by integrating the information about protein abundances, activation status and molecular interactions \[[@pone.0224148.ref068], [@pone.0224148.ref069]\]. Toward this goal, we devised a network-guided integration of CS and CRPC cell lines proteome and phosphoproteome, by mapping the candidate biomarkers to molecular complex interaction data ([Materials and methods](#sec006){ref-type="sec"}). The resulting network is composed of 356 nodes and 1161 edges, including a large connected component encompassing 194 nodes and 1098 edges ([Fig 4](#pone.0224148.g004){ref-type="fig"}). The network reveals the links between up- and downregulated proteins, up- and downregulated phosphosites and corresponding proteins, as well as the links between the proteins and phosphosites that were identified by the MS approach only in the CR or CS contexts. At-a-glance, we can observe that the network is organized around several strongly connected subnetworks.

![Network of CR biomarker interactions.\
Proteins (boxes) and phosphosites (triangles) significantly upregulated or downregulated in the CR context are mapped in red or green, respectively, with color intensities related to fold-changes. For visualization purposes, the expression values correspond to the mean of the expression of PC3 and DU145 cell lines. Proteins and phosphosites identified only in CR (DU145 and PC3) or CS (LNCaP) cells lines are squared in red and green, respectively.](pone.0224148.g004){#pone.0224148.g004}

First, we identified a cell migration/invasion subnetwork, which is composed mainly of upregulated proteins in CR cells (e.g., ANXA2, IQGAP1, ACTN4, TWF1, MYO1B, CORO1C, ARPC4) ([Fig 4](#pone.0224148.g004){ref-type="fig"}). It contains in particular the plectrin protein (PLEC), overexpressed and hyper-phosphorylated in CR; this protein is known to interlink cytoskeleton elements and promote cancer cell invasion and migration \[[@pone.0224148.ref070]\]. Indeed, it was shown that along with vimentin intermediate filaments, plectrin provide a scaffold for invadopodia formation, facilitating cancer cell invasion extravasation for metastasis \[[@pone.0224148.ref071]\]. Recently, \[[@pone.0224148.ref072]\] demonstrated that upregulation of vimentin and plectrin expressions positively correlates with the invasion and metastasis of androgen-independent PC cells. Another interesting member of this complex is ACTG1 (actin gamma-1), which is not identified, and thereby might be not expressed, in CS cells. ACTG1 is involved in cell motility/cytoskeleton maintenance and cancer cell migration. ACTG1 was shown to induce cancer cell migration in lung cancer cells and hepatocellular carcinoma cells \[[@pone.0224148.ref073]\]. To date, there is no report concerning ACTG1 involvement in PC. The subnetwork also contains components of the Arp2/3 complex (ARPC1B, ARPC3, ARPC4) involved in the regulation of actin polymerization.

A smaller subnetwork, composed of interactions between EZR, MSN, SLC9A3R1 and EGFR, is located close to the larger migration subnetwork. Ezrin (EZR) and moesin (MSN) are scaffolding proteins that are involved in crosslinking cytoskeletal and membrane proteins. Ezrin is involved in oncogenesis through these interactions \[[@pone.0224148.ref074]\], and it was also shown recently that Ezrin can increase the oncogenic functions of EGFR \[[@pone.0224148.ref075]\]. SLC9A3R1 is also a scaffold protein that connects plasma membrane proteins with members of the ezrin/moesin/radixin family linking them to the actin cytoskeleton and regulating their surface expression \[[@pone.0224148.ref076]\].

We also identified a small subnetwork of interacting proteins involved in actin cytoskeleton regulation (e.g., STMN1, CDC42, CRLK1). Intriguingly, we found that stathmin1 (STMN1) was both hyper- and hypo-phosphorylated in CR cells. This protein is associated with cancer metastasis and exhibits a complicated phosphorylation pattern in response to various extracellular signals \[[@pone.0224148.ref077]\].

We next focused on a small subnetwork composed of proteins underexpressed in the CR context. It contains prohibitin (PHB), a putative tumor suppressor protein involved in the inhibition of DNA synthesis and regulating proliferation, and prohibitin-2 (PHB2), a mediator of transcriptional repression by nuclear receptors, also potentially involved in mitochondrial respiration. Indeed, the subnetwork also contains the VDAC1 mitochondrial membrane and plasma membrane channel, involved in apoptosis. The role of this subnetwork is unclear, but the proteins are depicted as members of the same complexes in the Hu.map dataset \[[@pone.0224148.ref035]\]. The subnetwork is tightly linked to another subnetwork containing many mitochondrial membrane ATP synthase proteins (e.g., ATP5F1, ATP5B, ATP5H), also downregulated in CR cell lines.

A heterogeneous subnetwork is composed of many proteins involved in splicing and RNA processing, that are either up- or downregulated in CR cells ([Fig 4](#pone.0224148.g004){ref-type="fig"}). Splicing events control gene expression and their alterations have been shown to play a role in cancer \[[@pone.0224148.ref078]\] and specifically in PC \[[@pone.0224148.ref079]\]. Fine regulation of expression and/or phosphorylation status determines whether a splicing factor functions as a splicing repressor or activator \[[@pone.0224148.ref080], [@pone.0224148.ref081]\]. The subnetwork contains the hypo-phosphorylated splicing factors SRRM1 (a highly phosphorylated protein under normal conditions \[[@pone.0224148.ref082]\]) and SRRM2. It also contains NCBP1, which is identified as hyper-phosphorylated, and PRPF4B kinase and SPEN that were both hypo-phosphorylated. The subnetwork also incorporates pre-mRNA splicing factor SYF2, absent in CR cells, and SF3A1, TRAP1 and HSPD1 proteins that are downregulated in CR cells. The protein phosphatase 1 (PPP1CA) is contrarily upregulated. Interestingly, we can also observe many proteins identified in the CR cell lines and absent in the CS cell line, all involved in RNA processing and splicing (IK, ZNF207, CTNNBL1, CRNKL1, SF3B4, HTATSF1, PHF5A, PPP1R10). PPP1R10, the Ser/Thr-protein phosphatase-1 regulatory subunit 10 is only expressed in CR cells and is absent in CS cells. It has been shown that certain Ser/Thr-specific protein phosphatases are required for catalytic steps of pre-mRNA splicing \[[@pone.0224148.ref083]\].

We then emphasize a large and highly connected component ([Fig 4](#pone.0224148.g004){ref-type="fig"}) composed of proteins implicated in DDR. It contains protein biomarkers downregulated in CR cells (NPM1, NOLC1, RPL22L1, FBL, G3BP2), but also several proteins identified only in the CR cell lines, namely H2AFX, kinase CALM1, DDX47, UTP20, USP10, BYSL. All these proteins interact with single-strand DNA-binding protein and are involved in DNA repair and genome stability \[[@pone.0224148.ref084]\]. DNA repair and DDR are known to be defective in PC and lead to genome instability \[[@pone.0224148.ref085]\]. Interestingly, several of the proteins of this subnetwork (e.g., UTP20, BYSL, RPL22L1, NOLC1) are known for their role in RNA processing. There is an increasing number of studies demonstrating the involvement of RNA processing factors in DDR \[[@pone.0224148.ref086], [@pone.0224148.ref087]\]. For instance, NOLC1 (nuclear and coiled-body phosphoprotein-1) is a regulator of RNA polymerase I and has been recently shown to regulate the nucleolar retention of TERF2, inducing telomeric DNA damage \[[@pone.0224148.ref088]\].

A closer look into this molecular network allowed us to pinpoint several interesting smaller subnetworks. For instance, we noticed a small subnetwork composed of interacting proteins RELA, IKBKAP, GLG1, KPNA3, KPNA4. Importin subunits alpha-4 (KPNA3) and alpha-3 (KPNA4) are involved in nuclear transport of NF kappa B \[[@pone.0224148.ref089]\], and an elevated activity of the NF-kappa B signaling in CRPC is positively correlated with poor prognosis in CRPC \[[@pone.0224148.ref090]\]. Close to this subnetwork, GATAD2B is known to form a homodimer with GATAD2A and the complex is part of a highly conserved chromatin-remodeling complex, the NuRD complex associated with DNA damage-induced transcription repression but also metastasis and EMT \[[@pone.0224148.ref091], [@pone.0224148.ref092]\]. This subnetwork is also linked to the SWI/SNF complex subunit SMARCC1, which contains downregulated phosphosites in PC3 and DU145 cells. SMARCC1 positively regulates transcription and was previously shown to induce PC survival \[[@pone.0224148.ref093]\]. It interacts with proteins associated with phosphosites only detected in CS cells (transcriptional elongation factor TRIM28, transcription kinase BAZ1B and TOP2B), as well as with proteins only identified in PC3 and DU145 cells (e.g., GATAD2B, GTF2F1), all involved directly or indirectly in transcription regulation. The transcriptional reprogramming in PC progression has been extensively studied, as it is one of the hallmarks of CRPC \[[@pone.0224148.ref003], [@pone.0224148.ref094]--[@pone.0224148.ref096]\].

Discussion {#sec030}
==========

We here generated and explored a SILAC proteomics and phosphoproteomics dataset of prostate cell lines. We selected the PNT1A, LNCaP, DU145 and PC3 cell lines first because they are frequently used in PC research \[[@pone.0224148.ref097], [@pone.0224148.ref098]\], and molecular profiling and comparisons would thereby be highly valuable for researchers using them in routine. In addition, the elected cell lines are representative of normal, cancerous and CR prostate tissue, and therefore reflect progression of the disease.

We decided to monitor proteome and phosphoproteome jointly as they can give a complementary picture of the molecular dynamics of the cells. Phosphoproteome characterization provides insights into proteins' phosphorylation levels, which are not strictly correlated to proteins level of expression, but also reflect protein activity status \[[@pone.0224148.ref099]\]. Molecular characterization at these two levels of information is a clear advantage in our study. We identified 3 219 proteins at 1% FDR, and after several filtering steps, we performed subsequent functional explorations on 1229 proteins. We elected this conservative approach in order to avoid imputation of missing values and ensure the results of the statistical analyses. On the phosphoproteomics side, we identified 3746 phosphosites among which 563 are used for subsequent analyses. We explored the proteins and phosphosites associated to the four PC cell lines; these profiles and associated cellular processes could be related to underlying biology of the cell lines ([Fig 1](#pone.0224148.g001){ref-type="fig"}, [S1 Fig](#pone.0224148.s001){ref-type="supplementary-material"}, [S1](#pone.0224148.s006){ref-type="supplementary-material"} and [S3](#pone.0224148.s008){ref-type="supplementary-material"} Tables). We further compared protein and phosphosite levels in each of the three cancer cell lines (LNCaP, DU145 and PC3) to the benign PNT1A cell line ([Fig 2](#pone.0224148.g002){ref-type="fig"}, [S3](#pone.0224148.s008){ref-type="supplementary-material"} and [S5](#pone.0224148.s010){ref-type="supplementary-material"} Tables). Doing so, we proposed several candidates that could constitute markers of oncogenic transformation. Notably, two proteins are associated with phosphosites significantly deregulated in all three PC cell lines as compared to PNT1A: TP53BP1, well-known cancer-related phosphosites downregulated in all three PC cell lines and DDX10, a potential new candidate, upregulated in PCa cell lines. We also highlighted differentially expressed proteins and processes potentially involved in resistance, by comparing the sensitive LNCaP cell line to the two resistant DU145 and PC3 cell lines ([Fig 3](#pone.0224148.g003){ref-type="fig"}). Interestingly, we identified 12 proteins associated to significant differential phosphorylation but not different protein levels, including several RNA binding proteins, sequestosome-1 protein (involved in autophagy in relation to many crucial signalling pathways), as well as DHCR7, an enzyme involved in cholesterol metabolism, and TJP1, a tight junction protein. Finally, we proposed an integrated mapping of protein abundances, activation status and molecular interactions, towards functional interpretation of resistance-associated candidate biomarkers ([Fig 4](#pone.0224148.g004){ref-type="fig"}). We observed that the network is organized around several strongly connected subnetworks (cell migration/invasion subnetwork, actin cytoskeleton regulation, DNA synthesis and regulating proliferation, splicing and RNA processing, DDR) and several interesting smaller subnetworks (transcription regulation, nuclear transport). Several of these proteins and phosphosites are already related to cancer resistance in general, and some specifically to PCa. Overall, this analysis represents a valuable resource that could be used as a starting point for further hypothesis and experimental investigations.

Conclusion {#sec031}
==========

The complex nature of PC, due to its clinical and molecular heterogeneities, makes it difficult to determine a perfect model representing tumor development, and precludes easy correlation of carcinoma cell lines with specific stages of PC. Nevertheless, PC cell lines routinely used for the last three decades have provided valuable resources for understanding important functional molecular mechanisms involved in this disease. In the present study, we used four cell lines that constitute a gold standard for pre-clinical studies of PC progression. We conducted a large SILAC-based Mass Spectrometry identification and quantification of peptides and phosphopeptides of prostate benign, castration-sensitive (CS) and castration-resistant (CR) cells, and characterized housekeeping, cell line, cancer and resistance associated proteomes and phosphoproteomes.

Supporting information {#sec032}
======================

###### Dynamic range of the prostate cancer proteome.

\(a\) Ranking of the absolute abundance using the IBAQ intensity. The expression values of every protein in the three replicates of the four studied cell lines were considered. (b) Zoom on the left box in (a) displaying the 25 less abundant proteins. (c) Zoom on the right box in (a) displaying the 25 most abundant proteins.

(TIF)

###### 

Click here for additional data file.

###### Correlation between proteomic and phosphoproteomic expression values.

We computed for each cell line the correlation between the expression values of the 135 proteins that were quantified both at the proteomic and the phosphoproteomic levels. For proteomics data, we computed the mean of the three replicated. For phosphoproteomics data, we computed the mean for all the phosphosites belonging to the same protein.

(TIF)

###### 

Click here for additional data file.

###### Expression Profiles associated with Septin-9 (SEPT9).

\(a\) Boxplot showing the SEPT9 protein expression values in the four cell lines under study. (b) Boxplot revealing the SEPT9 Serine-30 phosphosite expression values in the four cell lines under study.

(TIF)

###### 

Click here for additional data file.

###### Expression Profiles associated with TAGLN2.

\(a\) Boxplot showing the TAGLN2 protein expression values in the four cell lines under study. (b) Boxplot revealing the TAGLN2 Serine-163 phosphosite expression values in the four cell lines under study.

(TIFF)

###### 

Click here for additional data file.

###### Expression Profiles associated with HNRNPA1.

\(a\) Boxplot showing the HNRNPA1 protein expression values in the four cell lines under study. (b) Boxplot revealing the HNRNPA1 Serine-6 phosphosite expression values in the four cell lines under study.

(TIFF)

###### 

Click here for additional data file.

###### Proteins identified and quantified in the MS experiment.

Sef of proteins identified in the MS experiment, and subset of filtered proteins associated with at least 2 valid quantification values in all four cell lines, which were kept for expression analyses.

(XLSX)

###### 

Click here for additional data file.

###### Phosphosites identified and quantified in the MS experiment.

Set of phosphosites identified in the MS experiment, and subset of filtered phosphosites associated with at least 2 valid quantification values in all four cell lines, which were kept for expression analyses.

(XLSX)

###### 

Click here for additional data file.

###### Subdatasets of interest in proteomic expression analyses.

It contains the ANOVA-significant proteins, the proteins up- and downregulated in the three prostate cancer cell lines as compared to the benign PNT1A cell line, the proteins up- and downregulated in the castration-resistant (CR: DU145 and PC3) cell lines as compared to the castration-sensitive (CS: LNCaP) cell line, and the proteins identified only in the CR or CS contexts (CR_only, CS_only).

(XLSX)

###### 

Click here for additional data file.

###### Subdatasets of interest in phosphoproteomic expression analyses.

It contains the ANOVA-significant phosphosites, the phosphosites up- and downregulated in the three prostate cancer cell lines as compared to the benign PNT1A cell line, the phosphosites up- and downregulated in the castration-resistant (CR: DU145 and PC3) cell lines as compared to the castration-sensitive (CS: LNCaP) cell line, and the phosphosites identified only in the CR or CS contexts (CR_only, CS_only). It further contains the results of the KSEA analysis.

(XLSX)

###### 

Click here for additional data file.

###### Functional enrichment analyses results.

Raw results of the functional enrichment analyses with G:profiler and Ingenuity Pathway Analyses (IPA).

(XLSX)

###### 

Click here for additional data file.
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If your commercial affiliation did play a role in your study, please state and explain this role within your updated Funding Statement.

b\) Please also provide an updated Competing Interests Statement declaring this commercial affiliation along with any other relevant declarations relating to employment, consultancy, patents, products in development, or marketed products, etc.  

Within your Competing Interests Statement, please confirm that this commercial affiliation does not alter your adherence to all PLOS ONE policies on sharing data and materials by including the following statement: \"This does not alter our adherence to  PLOS ONE policies on sharing data and materials." (as detailed online in our guide for authors <http://journals.plos.org/plosone/s/competing-interests>) . If this adherence statement is not accurate and  there are restrictions on sharing of data and/or materials, please state these. Please note that we cannot proceed with consideration of your article until this information has been declared.

Please include both an updated Funding Statement and Competing Interests Statement in your cover letter. We will change the online submission form on your behalf.

Please know it is PLOS ONE policy for corresponding authors to declare, on behalf of all authors, all potential competing interests for the purposes of transparency. PLOS defines a competing interest as anything that interferes with, or could reasonably be perceived as interfering with, the full and objective presentation, peer review, editorial decision-making, or publication of research or non-research articles submitted to one of the journals. Competing interests can be financial or non-financial, professional, or personal. Competing interests can arise in relationship to an organization or another person. Please follow this link to our website for more details on competing interests: <http://journals.plos.org/plosone/s/competing-interests>

\[Note: HTML markup is below. Please do not edit.\]

Reviewers\' comments:

Reviewer\'s Responses to Questions

**Comments to the Author**

1\. Is the manuscript technically sound, and do the data support the conclusions?

The manuscript must describe a technically sound piece of scientific research with data that supports the conclusions. Experiments must have been conducted rigorously, with appropriate controls, replication, and sample sizes. The conclusions must be drawn appropriately based on the data presented.

Reviewer \#1: No

Reviewer \#2: Yes

Reviewer \#3: Partly

\*\*\*\*\*\*\*\*\*\*

2\. Has the statistical analysis been performed appropriately and rigorously?

Reviewer \#1: Yes

Reviewer \#2: Yes

Reviewer \#3: Yes

\*\*\*\*\*\*\*\*\*\*

3\. Have the authors made all data underlying the findings in their manuscript fully available?

The [PLOS Data policy](http://www.plosone.org/static/policies.action#sharing) requires authors to make all data underlying the findings described in their manuscript fully available without restriction, with rare exception (please refer to the Data Availability Statement in the manuscript PDF file). The data should be provided as part of the manuscript or its supporting information, or deposited to a public repository. For example, in addition to summary statistics, the data points behind means, medians and variance measures should be available. If there are restrictions on publicly sharing data---e.g. participant privacy or use of data from a third party---those must be specified.

Reviewer \#1: Yes

Reviewer \#2: Yes

Reviewer \#3: Yes

\*\*\*\*\*\*\*\*\*\*

4\. Is the manuscript presented in an intelligible fashion and written in standard English?

PLOS ONE does not copyedit accepted manuscripts, so the language in submitted articles must be clear, correct, and unambiguous. Any typographical or grammatical errors should be corrected at revision, so please note any specific errors here.

Reviewer \#1: Yes

Reviewer \#2: Yes

Reviewer \#3: Yes

\*\*\*\*\*\*\*\*\*\*

5\. Review Comments to the Author

Please use the space provided to explain your answers to the questions above. You may also include additional comments for the author, including concerns about dual publication, research ethics, or publication ethics. (Please upload your review as an attachment if it exceeds 20,000 characters)

Reviewer \#1: There are several studies in the literature about prostate cancer proteomics. However, in some cases these previous publications yielded data with limited reproducibility. It is sometimes difficult to distinguish between data which have implications in the clinic and others. Although data quality is accptable, there are some questions about the conclusions.

Specific points:

1\. the reason for comparison of sensitive and resistant cell lines are not clear. This could imply that androgen receptor expression decreases during tumor progression what is not the case. It is difficult to draw any conclusion from this comparison.

2\. the descriütion of human cell lines in results is not necessary. They are very well known in scientific community.

3\. In the Results section, there are too many repetitions of that what has alrready been presented in Materials and Methods.

4\. it is not clear whether this manuscript could confirm previous findings in the proteomic field.

Reviewer \#2: M Katsogiannou et al presented a study that aimed to investigate and explore the proteome and phosho-proteome of four well established prostate cancer cell lines. Utilizing a SILAC-based Mass Spectrometry approach, the data show set of proteins that are commonly and highly expressed in all four cell lines, as well as differentially expressed proteins between castrate-resistant and castrate-sensitive cells. Other comparisons such as proteins up-regulated in cancer cell lines compared to non-tumorigenic cell is demonstrated. Phospho-proteomic data is also presented for the cell lines including presentation of the proteome and phosphor-proteome in a molecular network to identify candidate biomarkers for Prostate cancer. Overall, the study is well-done and provides a starting point to further explore the role of potential candidate proteins identified through this study in prostate cancer. Although the study adds some new potential proteins to the list as target molecules and biomarkers, it reconfirms a lot of information that is already published in the field.

1)There are other studies that have used proteomic -based approaches on prostate cancer cells or conditioned media from prostate cancer cells? What is the novelty of the approach used in this study?

2\) Please show if the data can be used for miRNA target prediction? It would be a good addition to the study as miRNA's have great potential as biomarkers in cancer.

3\) Add PCA plot to show that each cell line has a unique protein and phosphor-protein signature and add Venn-diagrams to show common and unique expressors for a) cancer cell lines compared to non-tumorigenic cells b) castrate resistant cells compared to castrate sensitive cells.

4\) Are there common expressors and unique expressors between DU145 and PC3. This could perhaps help identify candidate biomarkers and targets for highly metastatic and aggressive disease.

5\) Show box-plots for expression levels of TAGLN2 and HNRNPN1 in an additional figure. Validation of differences in protein levels must be shown.

5\) The resolution is images in the figures needs to be increased. Figures are hard to read as of now.

Reviewer \#3: The manuscript from Katsogiannou et al. showed a large SILAC-based Mass Spectrometry experiment that allowed to map the proteomes and phosphoproteomes of PNT1A, LNCaP, DU145 and PC3 prostate cancer cell lines, and reveal different signaling networks associated with the cellular context of each cell line, possibly reflecting the pathological features of human Prostate Cancer (hormonal status, ability to metastatize etc.).

The experimental data are strong, rigorous and well presented, in particular the deep comparison of the four cell lines for the identification of the housekeeping proteome vs the most significant variations across the samples.

However, some critical points emerged, and should be clarified/investigated more in depth:

1\. The androgen-dependent/castration-sensitive cell line LNCaP has been compared with the androgen-independent/castration-resistant cells DU145 and PC3. However, the best in vitro models for comparing these two PrCa conditions would be LNCaP vs C4-2. Why the authors did exclude C4-2 cells from their high-throughput analysis?

2\. The ANOVA analysis of the proteomics/phosphoproteomics data highlighted several proteins/phosphosites that vary significantly in various comparisons (benign vs malignant, CR vs CS etc.). For some of these variations, the authors even claimed that "these proteins could constitute markers of oncogenic transformation". To support this kind of statements, the authors should provide "wet-lab" validations of their high-throughput results, at least on representative targets among those described in the text (e.g. Septin-9, TAGLN2, HNRNPA1, RAB5B/RAB7A, TriC/CCT complex, TP53BP1 pSer-500 and pThr-1056, DDX10 pSer-539 etc). This type of validation would also help the authors focusing on the most important pathways, rather than leaving the reader with a comprehensive description of all signaling networks potentially involved in the regulation of PrCa malignant progression.

Minor points:

1\. Page 8, Lanes 303-305): DU145 are derived from CNS metastasis, and PC3 from bone metastasis. Please revise the sentence.

2\. Figure 2: it should be useful to include a "title/legend" to each bar graph (e.g. LNCaP vs PNT1A in the panel A), showing the comparisons as described in the figure legend text.

3\. Figure 3: similar to the previous point, it should be useful to include a "visible" title/legend to each panel (e.g. DU145/PC3 vs LNCaP in the panel A, and CR vs CS on top of the panel B).

\*\*\*\*\*\*\*\*\*\*

6\. PLOS authors have the option to publish the peer review history of their article ([what does this mean?](https://journals.plos.org/plosone/s/editorial-and-peer-review-process#loc-peer-review-history)). If published, this will include your full peer review and any attached files.

If you choose "no", your identity will remain anonymous but your review may still be made public.

**Do you want your identity to be public for this peer review?** For information about this choice, including consent withdrawal, please see our [Privacy Policy](https://www.plos.org/privacy-policy).

Reviewer \#1: No

Reviewer \#2: No

Reviewer \#3: Yes: Marco Trerotola, PhD

Laboratory of Cancer Pathology

Center for Advanced Studies and Technology (CAST)

Department of Medical, Oral and Biotechnological Sciences

\"G. d\'Annunzio\" University of Chieti-Pescara (Italy)

\[NOTE: If reviewer comments were submitted as an attachment file, they will be attached to this email and accessible via the submission site. Please log into your account, locate the manuscript record, and check for the action link \"View Attachments\". If this link does not appear, there are no attachment files to be viewed.\]

While revising your submission, please upload your figure files to the Preflight Analysis and Conversion Engine (PACE) digital diagnostic tool, <https://pacev2.apexcovantage.com/>. PACE helps ensure that figures meet PLOS requirements. To use PACE, you must first register as a user. Registration is free. Then, login and navigate to the UPLOAD tab, where you will find detailed instructions on how to use the tool. If you encounter any issues or have any questions when using PACE, please email us at <figures@plos.org>. Please note that Supporting Information files do not need this step.

10.1371/journal.pone.0224148.r002

Author response to Decision Letter 0

19 Sep 2019

We copied and pasted here the contents of the uploaded file: \"Response to reviewers\". We recommend the editor and the reviewers to check that file for a more clear and detailed information. In addition, some figures have been added to the mentioned file to address the questions raised by the reviewers.

Journal requirements:

When submitting your revision, we need you to address these additional requirements.

1\. Please ensure that your manuscript meets PLOS ONE\'s style requirements, including those for file naming. The PLOS ONE style templates can be found at

<http://www.journals.plos.org/plosone/s/file?id=wjVg/PLOSOne_formatting_sample_main_body.pdf> and <http://www.journals.plos.org/plosone/s/file?id=ba62/PLOSOne_formatting_sample_title_authors_affiliations.pdf>

We have now revised our manuscript and file naming aiming at meeting the PLOS ONE\'s style requirements. We put special emphasis in the correction of author's affiliations. We however must follow the requirements from our institutions which have very strict policies concerning this point. We hope to find a solution on this point.

2\. We note that you have included the phrase "data not shown" in your manuscript. Unfortunately, this does not meet our data sharing requirements. PLOS does not permit references to inaccessible data. We require that authors provide all relevant data within the paper, Supporting Information files, or in an acceptable, public repository. Please add a citation to support this phrase or upload the data that corresponds with these findings to a stable repository (such as Figshare or Dryad) and provide and URLs, DOIs, or accession numbers that may be used to access these data. Or, if the data are not a core part of the research being presented in your study, we ask that you remove the phrase that refers to these data.

Ok. we decided to remove it as this was not a core part of the study.

3\. Thank you for stating the following in the Financial Disclosure section:

\"This work was supported by the French \"Plan Cancer 2009-2013\" (Systems Biology call). The funders had no role in study design, data collection and analysis, decision to publish, or preparation of the manuscript.\"

We note that one or more of the authors are employed by a commercial company: \'ProGeLife, Marseille, France\'.

a\) Please provide an amended Funding Statement declaring this commercial affiliation, as well as a statement regarding the Role of Funders in your study. If the funding organization did not play a role in the study design, data collection and analysis, decision to publish, or preparation of the manuscript and only provided financial support in the form of authors\' salaries and/or research materials, please review your statements relating to the author contributions, and ensure you have specifically and accurately indicated the role(s) that these authors had in your study. You can update author roles in the Author Contributions section of the online submission form.

Please also include the following statement within your amended Funding Statement.

"The funder provided support in the form of salaries for authors \[insert relevant initials\], but did not have any additional role in the study design, data collection and analysis, decision to publish, or preparation of the manuscript. The specific roles of these authors are articulated in the 'author contributions' section."

If your commercial affiliation did play a role in your study, please state and explain this role within your updated Funding Statement.

b\) Please also provide an updated Competing Interests Statement declaring this commercial affiliation along with any other relevant declarations relating to employment, consultancy, patents, products in development, or marketed products, etc.

Within your Competing Interests Statement, please confirm that this commercial affiliation does not alter your adherence to all PLOS ONE policies on sharing data and materials by including the following statement: \"This does not alter our adherence to PLOS ONE policies on sharing data and materials." (as detailed online in our guide for authors <http://journals.plos.org/plosone/s/competing-interests>) . If this adherence statement is not accurate and there are restrictions on sharing of data and/or materials, please state these. Please note that we cannot proceed with consideration of your article until this information has been declared.

Please include both an updated Funding Statement and Competing Interests Statement in your cover letter. We will change the online submission form on your behalf.

Please know it is PLOS ONE policy for corresponding authors to declare, on behalf of all authors, all potential competing interests for the purposes of transparency. PLOS defines a competing interest as anything that interferes with, or could reasonably be perceived as interfering with, the full and objective presentation, peer review, editorial decision-making, or publication of research or non-research articles submitted to one of the journals. Competing interests can be financial or non-financial, professional, or personal. Competing interests can arise in relationship to an organization or another person. Please follow this link to our website for more details on competing interests: <http://journals.plos.org/plosone/s/competing-interests>

We added the sentence: "This work was supported by the French \"Plan Cancer 2009-2013\" (Systems Biology call). The funders had no role in study design, data collection and analysis, decision to publish, or preparation of the manuscript" to the funding statement and to the cover letter.

We added the sentence: "The funder ProGeLife provided support in the form of salaries for author AV, but had no role in the study design, data collection and analysis, decision to publish, or preparation of the manuscript. The specific roles of the authors are articulated in the 'author contributions' section" to the funding statement and to the cover letter.

We added the sentence "This commercial affiliation does not alter our adherence to PLOS ONE policies on sharing data and materials." to the funding statement and to the cover letter. Please do not hesitate to contact us if we did not understand something correctly.

Reviewer \#1:

There are several studies in the literature about prostate cancer proteomics. However, in some cases these previous publications yielded data with limited reproducibility. It is sometimes difficult to distinguish between data which have implications in the clinic and others. Although data quality is acceptable, there are some questions about the conclusions.

We agree that reproducibility is a major issue in cancer research, and that the translation from observations to clinics is often uncertain. Here are few choices we made to try to mitigate these issues:

We avoided the imputation of missing values in our proteomics datasets, and performed stringent filtering to reduce the impact of technical noise;

\- We tried to be particularly cautious in the wording of the manuscript, and to not overstate the clinical implications of the candidates obtained during the exploration of our datasets;

\- We selected cell lines widely used as models in prostate cancer research;

\- We carefully checked the literature to evaluate if we retrieve (and thereby reproduce) proteins already described associated with prostate cancer.

1\. the reason for comparison of sensitive and resistant cell lines are not clear. This could imply that androgen receptor expression decreases during tumor progression what is not the case. It is difficult to draw any conclusion from this comparison.

We are not sure to understand this comment. Indeed, the two castration-resistant cell lines do lack the androgen receptor, and the castration-sensitive cell line expresses it (Pienta et al. 2008, Cunningham et al. 2015). The goal of the comparison of sensitive versus resistant cells was thereby to assess pathways that could be differentially activated in these cell lines, and thereby point towards mechanisms implemented by the resistant cell lines to overcome, among others, the absence of the androgen receptor. Several mechanisms are known to be involved in the emergence of the malignant progression of prostate cancer and resistance phenotype, through AR-related and non-AR-related pathways. For example, post-transcriptional modification using miRNA, epigenetic alterations, alternative splicing or gene fusion are parts of the hallmark of CRPC (Katsogiannou M., Cancer Treat Rev. 2015). We identified several proteins involved in these mechanisms in our proteomics screening. In 30% of CRPC, the AR promoter region has been described to be hypermethylated, resulting in the loss of AR expression in those tumors (Suzuki H, Endocr Relat Cancer 2003).

In the manuscript, we clarified the introduction to state precisely that resistance is associated with androgen receptor pathway changes (line 8 in the introduction). "This progression involves several molecular mechanisms such as ligand-independent androgen receptor activation, androgen receptor (AR) loss or adaptive upregulation of anti-apoptotic genes (for review 3)".

Pienta KJ, Abate-Shen C, Agus DB, Attar RM, Chung LW, Greenberg NM, Hahn WC, Isaacs JT, Navone NM, Peehl DM, Simons JW, Solit DB, Soule HR, VanDyke TA, Weber MJ, Wu L, Vessella RL. The current state of preclinical prostate cancer animal models. Prostate. 2008May 1;68(6):629-39. doi: 10.1002/pros.20726

CunninghamD, You Z. In vitro and in vivo model systems used in prostate cancer research. J Biol Methods. 2015;2(1). pii: e17.

2\. the descriütion of human cell lines in results is not necessary. They are very well known in scientific community.

These prostate cell lines are indeed well-known in the prostate cancer research community. We however expect the dataset we are producing to be used as a resource by other researchers with diverse expertise, such as bioinformatics, and think it's important to state their biological features in details. We however removed the description of the cell lines from the Material and Methods sections to reduce redundancies.

3\. In the Results section, there are too many repetitions of that what has already been presented in Materials and Methods.

We have reviewed the Results and Material & Methods sections in details and removed redundancies.

4\. it is not clear whether this manuscript could confirm previous findings in the proteomic field.

Apart from the proteins for which we manually curated the literature to validate their previous implication in prostate cancer, and that are described in the text, we also considered comparing our results with existing "omics" large-scale datasets. We identified prostate cancer publications focusing on tissue proteomics (Iglesias-Gato et al. 2016) and on cell line & tissue phosphoproteomics (Drake et al. 2016). We also found an update of Iglesias-Gato et al. 2016 on the proteome of prostate cancer bone metastasis (Iglesias-Gato et al. 2018). Finally, genomics data are also available for \~60 cancer cell lines in the NCI60 resource. We discuss below the comparison of our dataset with each of these resources. Please note that this answer is similar to the one proposed for Reviewer 2 first comment.

Iglesias-Gato, D. et al. The Proteome of Primary Prostate Cancer. European Urology 69, 942--952 (2016).

Drake, J. M. et al. Phosphoproteome Integration Reveals Patient-Specific Networks in Prostate Cancer. Cell 166, 1041--1054 (2016).

Iglesias-Gato, D. et al. The Proteome of Prostate Cancer Bone Metastasis Reveals Heterogeneity with Prognostic Implications. Clin. Cancer Res. 24, 5433--5444 (2018).

\- Comparison with NCI60 genomics data resource

We checked the NCI-60 tumor cell line screen (<https://dtp.cancer.gov/discovery_development/nci-60/>), which provide genomics data for a large panel of reference cell lines. Our goal was to try to link genomics mutations in cell lines with proteomics level deregulations. However, only 2 of the 4 cell lines that we profiled in our experiment are described in this database (DU145 and PC3), and we decided not to pursue in this direction.

\- Drake et al. (2016)

In Drake et al., the authors integrate transcriptomics and phosphoproteomics (but no proteomics) data for many tumor tissues and 3 prostate cancer cell lines. We studied their paper in-depth, in particular the Figure 1, which shows that the cell lines data were clustering apart from the tissue data. We contacted the authors when the paper was published, and they gave us a more detailed presentation of their Figure 1. Unfortunately, we have only the DU145 cell line in common, and we were thereby not able to compare our clusterings. In addition, a direct comparison of our phosphoproteomics raw data is not pertinent as, contrarily to us, their protocole implies vanadate (a protein-phosphotyrosine phosphatase inhibitor) treatment, in order to increase the detection of the phospho-tyrosine.

\- Iglesia-Gato et al. 2016

We also compared the proteomics data we have generated with the ones produced in Iglesias-Gato 2016. We selected the normalised ratios (before imputation of missing values) of the 9829 identified proteins in the Iglesias-Gato dataset. In our dataset, we took the normalised ratios of the 3219 identified proteins. The heatmap below (check Response to reviewers file) was created based on the Pearson correlation values between the expression levels of 2673 proteins identified in both experiments. We can observe that cell lines clusterize apart from tissue data. This clustering is similar to the one obtained by in prostate cancer transcriptomics and phosphoproteomics (Drake et al. 2016) as well as for other cancer types and omics data (Domcke et al. 2013). It has also been observed for breast cancer that among different types of omics, proteins levels had the lowest correlation between tumors and cell lines (Jiang et al. 2016). Overall, these observations highlight the large dissimilarities between tissue samples and cell lines, emphasizing the need to obtain molecular profiles from both types of resources.

Domcke, S., Sinha, R., Levine, D. A., Sander, C. & Schultz, N. Evaluating cell lines as tumour models by comparison of genomic profiles. Nature Communications 4, 2126 (2013).

Drake, J. M. et al. Phosphoproteome Integration Reveals Patient-Specific Networks in Prostate Cancer. Cell 166, 1041--1054 (2016).

Jiang G, Zhang S, Yazdanparast A, et al. Comprehensive comparison of molecular portraits between cell lines and tumors in breast cancer. BMC Genomics. 2016;17 Suppl 7(Suppl 7):525.

We also conducted a meta-analysis using the R package "MetaDE". Our goal was to compare the protein level trends among tissue and cell lines. We used a Random Effects Model (REM) approach for the meta-analysis, since it allows heterogeneity in the effect sizes between the different datasets (Tissue VS cell lines). We took PNT1A as the reference for our SILAC experiment. Proteins were selected as those displaying an FDR corrected p-value \< 0.05. The results are the following:

\- LNCaP: 114 proteins have a similar behaviour in cell lines as compared to tumor tissues. This means that the expression level changes of these proteins between LNCaP and PNT1A are similar to those between control tissue and tumorigenic tissue.

\- DU145: 81 proteins have a similar behaviour.

\- PC3: 73 proteins have a similar behaviour.

These results indicate that LNCaP is the cell line with protein levels displaying the most similar behavior as compared to the tumor tissue.

Iglesia-gato 2018

We finally applied our previously mentioned comparison protocol to the data produced by Iglesias-Gato in 2018. In this case, they identify 9828 proteins, 2673 of them also match with our identified proteins. Here, we also observe that our protein expression data clusterize separately from the one resulting from tissue samples (See figures in the Response to reviewers file).

Overall, the main strengths of our work are to profile four widely used prostate cell lines and to do this both at the proteomics and phosphoproteomics levels. In addition, as shown in the previous comparisons, our datasets are complementary to the recent literature on prostate cancer transcriptomics, proteomics or phosphoproteomics, and could be useful for the community working with these cell lines in routine. Furthermore, we also propose a bioinformatics exploration of our datasets, as well as their integration into a molecular network, allowing the identification of processes that are not detectable with a traditional analyses of differentially expressed proteins/sites.

Reviewer \#2:

M Katsogiannou et al presented a study that aimed to investigate and explore the proteome and phosho-proteome of four well established prostate cancer cell lines. Utilizing a SILAC-based Mass Spectrometry approach, the data show set of proteins that are commonly and highly expressed in all four cell lines, as well as differentially expressed proteins between castrate-resistant and castrate-sensitive cells. Other comparisons such as proteins up-regulated in cancer cell lines compared to non-tumorigenic cell is demonstrated. Phospho-proteomic data is also presented for the cell lines including presentation of the proteome and phosphor-proteome in a molecular network to identify candidate biomarkers for Prostate cancer.

Overall, the study is well-done and provides a starting point to further explore the role of potential candidate proteins identified through this study in prostate cancer. Although the study adds some new potential proteins to the list as target molecules and biomarkers, it reconfirms a lot of information that is already published in the field.

We thank the reviewer for this accurate and detailed summary of our manuscript. Many thanks. Indeed, one of the manuscript\'s main goals is to provide a resource as a starting point for further exploration of proteins related to PC progression.

1)There are other studies that have used proteomic -based approaches on prostate cancer cells or conditioned media from prostate cancer cells? What is the novelty of the approach used in this study?

Apart from the proteins for which we manually curated the literature to validate their previous implication in prostate cancer, and that are described in the text, we also considered comparing our results with existing "omics" large-scale datasets. Importantly, we did not identify other proteomics/phosphoproteomics approaches focusing on prostate cell lines, but we identified prostate cancer publications focusing on tissue proteomics (Iglesias-Gato et al. 2016) and on cell line & tissue phosphoproteomics (Drake et al. 2016). We also found an update of Iglesias-Gato et al. 2016 on the proteome of prostate cancer bone metastasis (Iglesias-Gato et al. 2018). Finally, genomics data are also available for \~60 cancer cell lines in the NCI60 resource. We discuss below the comparison of our dataset with each of these resources. Please note that this answer is similar to the one proposed for Reviewer 1 fourth comment.

Iglesias-Gato, D. et al. The Proteome of Primary Prostate Cancer. European Urology 69, 942--952 (2016).

Drake, J. M. et al. Phosphoproteome Integration Reveals Patient-Specific Networks in Prostate Cancer. Cell 166, 1041--1054 (2016).

Iglesias-Gato, D. et al. The Proteome of Prostate Cancer Bone Metastasis Reveals Heterogeneity with Prognostic Implications. Clin. Cancer Res. 24, 5433--5444 (2018).

\- Comparison with NCI60 genomics data resource

We checked the NCI-60 tumor cell line screen (<https://dtp.cancer.gov/discovery_development/nci-60/>), which provide genomics data for a large panel of reference cell lines. Our goal was to try linking genomics mutations in cell lines with proteomics level deregulations. However, only 2 of the 4 cell lines that we profiled in our experiment are described in this database (DU145 and PC3), and we decided not to pursue in this direction.

\- Drake et al. (2016)

In Drake et al., the authors integrate transcriptomics and phosphoproteomics (but no proteomics) data for many tumor tissues and 3 prostate cancer cell lines. We studied their paper in-depth, in particular the Figure 1, which shows that the cell lines data were clustering apart from the tissue data. We contacted the authors when the paper was published, and they gave us a more detailed presentation of their Figure 1. Unfortunately, we have only the DU145 cell line in common, and we were thereby not able to compare our clusterings. In addition, a direct comparison of our phosphoproteomics raw data is not pertinent as, contrarily to us, their protocole implies vanadate (a protein-phosphotyrosine phosphatase inhibitor) treatment, in order to increase the detection of the phospho-tyrosine.

\- Iglesia-Gato et al. 2016

We also compared the proteomics data we have generated with the ones produced in Iglesias-Gato 2016. We selected the normalised ratios (before imputation of missing values) of the 9829 identified proteins in the Iglesias-Gato dataset. In our dataset, we took the normalised ratios of the 3219 identified proteins. The heatmap below (check response to reviewers file) )was created based on the pearson correlation values between the expression levels of 2673 proteins identified in both experiments. We can observe that cell lines clusterize apart from tissue data. This clustering is similar to the one obtained by in prostate cancer transcriptomics and phosphoproteomics (Drake et al. 2016) as well as for other cancer types and omics data (Domcke et al. 2013). It has also been observed for breast cancer that among different types of omics, proteins levels had the lowest correlation between tumors and cell lines (Jiang et al. 2016). Overall, these observations highlight the large dissimilarities between tissue samples and cell lines, emphasizing the need to obtain molecular profiles from both types of resources.

Domcke, S., Sinha, R., Levine, D. A., Sander, C. & Schultz, N. Evaluating cell lines as tumour models by comparison of genomic profiles. Nature Communications 4, 2126 (2013).

Drake, J. M. et al. Phosphoproteome Integration Reveals Patient-Specific Networks in Prostate Cancer. Cell 166, 1041--1054 (2016).

Jiang G, Zhang S, Yazdanparast A, et al. Comprehensive comparison of molecular portraits between cell lines and tumors in breast cancer. BMC Genomics. 2016;17 Suppl 7(Suppl 7):525.

We also conducted a meta-analysis using the R package "MetaDE". Our goal was to compare the protein level trends among tissue and cell lines. We used a Random Effects Model (REM) approach for the meta-analysis, since it allows heterogeneity in the effect sizes between the different datasets (Tissue VS cell lines). We took PNT1A as the reference for our SILAC experiment. Proteins were selected as those displaying an FDR corrected p-value \< 0.05. The results are the following:

\- LNCaP: 114 proteins have a similar behaviour in cell lines as compared to tumor tissues. This means that the expression level changes of these proteins between LNCaP and PNT1A are similar to those between control tissue and tumorigenic tissue.

\- DU145: 81 proteins have a similar behaviour.

\- PC3: 73 proteins have a similar behaviour.

These results indicate that LNCaP is the cell line with protein levels displaying the most similar behavior as compared to the tumor tissue.

Iglesia-gato 2018

We finally applied our previously mentioned comparison protocol to the data produced by Iglesias-Gato in 2018. In this case, they identify 9828 proteins, 2673 of them also match with our identified proteins. Here, we also observe that our protein expression data clusterize separately from the one resulting from tissue samples (check figures in Response to reviewers file).

Overall, the main strengths and novelty of our work are to profile four widely used prostate cell lines and to do this both at the proteomics and phosphoproteomics levels. As shown in the previous comparisons, our datasets are complementary to the recent literature on prostate cancer transcriptomics, proteomics or phosphoproteomics, and could be useful for the community working with these cell lines in routine. Furthermore, we also propose a bioinformatics exploration of our datasets, as well as their integration into a molecular network, allowing the identification of processes that are not detectable with a traditional analyses of differentially expressed proteins/sites.

2\) Please show if the data can be used for miRNA target prediction? It would be a good addition to the study as miRNA's have great potential as biomarkers in cancer.

This is indeed a very interesting point. During our review of the literature, we explored some interesting cases of miRNA-target interactions that could be relevant in the context of our prostate proteomics study (Vanacore et al. 2017). For instance, the regulation of VDAC1 by miR-29 is very appealing. VDAC1 is a mitochondrial protein directly involved in apoptosis (it promotes the apoptosis of tumor cells), and it harbours a miR-29a target site. The overexpression of miR-29a has been shown to result in downregulation of VDAC1 (Bargaje et al. 2012). The protein level profile of VDAC1 in the different prostate cells lines is shown below (check Response to reviewers file). Low levels in the expression of VDAC1 could lead to a decrease in the apoptosis of tumor cells resulting in more aggressive cancers as represented by PC3 and DU145 lines. miR-29 might be involved in this process, it would be interesting to profile its expression in these cell lines. We however acknowledge that we did not design our study to consider miRNA-target predictions. For instance, the network we are building considers proteins and phosphosites measured in our study, but we did not measured miRNA. It would be an attractive follow-up.

Vanacore D et al. Micrornas in prostate cancer: an overview. Oncotarget. 2017 Jul 25;8(30):50240-50251.

Bargaje R et al. Identification of novel targets for miR-29a using miRNA proteomics. PLoS One. 2012;7(8):e43243. doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0043243

3\) Add PCA plot to show that each cell line has a unique protein and phosphor-protein signature and add Venn-diagrams to show common and unique expressors for a) cancer cell lines compared to non-tumorigenic cells b) castrate resistant cells compared to castrate sensitive cells.

Please, check the plots and comments in the Response to Reviewers file.

4\) Are there common expressors and unique expressors between DU145 and PC3. This could perhaps help identify candidate biomarkers and targets for highly metastatic and aggressive disease.

This is a very interesting comparison. We performed t-test comparisons between the two castration-resistant cell lines to determine differentially expressed proteins and phosphosites. We finally did not presented this information because we first aimed at exploring the molecular events driving the global progression of prostate cancer to resistance, i.e., we focused on the mechanisms that could be common in the two resistant cell lines as compared to the sensitive one. However, global similarities and differences between PC3 and DU145 can be appraised in the context of their comparison to PNT1A and LNCaP in the manuscript.

5\) Show box-plots for expression levels of TAGLN2 and HNRNPN1 in an additional figure. Validation of differences in protein levels must be shown.

We assumed that the reviewer refers to TAGLN2 and HNRNPA1. These two proteins are interesting candidates because they have been associated with phosphosites significantly different from one cell line to another according to an ANOVA test. We are not sure to understand the comment on the validation of differences in protein levels. Both proteins are housekeeping (top 10% of most expressed proteins in all cell lines according to iBAQ values). All proteins discussed in the manuscript have been identified in the proteomics experiment with an FDR \< 1%. TAGLN2 is in addition under-expressed in LNCaP cell line (FDR=0.007), and over-expressed in DU145 (FDR=0.02) and PC3 (FDR=0.049) cell lines, as compared with PNT1A, and over-expressed in resistant compared to sensitive cell lines (FDR=0.01). As suggested by the reviewer, box-plots describing the protein and phosphosite levels of TAGLN2 and HNRNPA1 have been generated and are included in the submission of the new version of the manuscript as supplementary figures 4 and 5.

5\) The resolution is images in the figures needs to be increased. Figures are hard to read as of now.

We increased the resolution the final version of the manuscript. In addition, we increased the size and quality of the labels in figures 2 and 3.

Reviewer \#3:

The manuscript from Katsogiannou et al. showed a large SILAC-based Mass Spectrometry experiment that allowed to map the proteomes and phosphoproteomes of PNT1A, LNCaP, DU145 and PC3 prostate cancer cell lines, and reveal different signaling networks associated with the cellular context of each cell line, possibly reflecting the pathological features of human Prostate Cancer (hormonal status, ability to metastatize etc.).

The experimental data are strong, rigorous and well presented, in particular the deep comparison of the four cell lines for the identification of the housekeeping proteome vs the most significant variations across the samples.

We thank the reviewer for his encouraging comments and for the critical points discussed, which help us to improve the quality of our manuscript.

However, some critical points emerged, and should be clarified/investigated more in depth:

1\. The androgen-dependent/castration-sensitive cell line LNCaP has been compared with the androgen-independent/castration-resistant cells DU145 and PC3. However, the best in vitro models for comparing these two PrCa conditions would be LNCaP vs C4-2. Why the authors did exclude C4-2 cells from their high-throughput analysis?

Several other PCa models exist, such as C4-2, a particularly interesting LNCaP-derived cell line that constitutes a compelling androgen-independent model. We however had to make a choice in the number of cell lines during the initial design of the study, because of the amount of experimental material and subsequent data produced. We decided not to work with derived cell lines (from LNCaP or other cells), because of the genetic proximity. We wanted instead to identify mechanisms of resistance that could have emerged in genetically different cell lines, derived from separate metastasis. The cells lines described in our study are four of the most widely used cell lines in prostate cancer research (Pienta et al. 2008, Cunningham et al. 2015) that we routinely use in the lab.

Pienta KJ, Abate-Shen C, Agus DB, Attar RM, Chung LW, Greenberg NM, Hahn WC, Isaacs JT, Navone NM, Peehl DM, Simons JW, Solit DB, Soule HR, VanDyke TA, Weber MJ, Wu L, Vessella RL. The current state of preclinical prostate cancer animal models. Prostate. 2008May 1;68(6):629-39. doi: 10.1002/pros.20726

CunninghamD, You Z. In vitro and in vivo model systems used in prostate cancer research. J Biol Methods. 2015;2(1). pii: e17.

2\. The ANOVA analysis of the proteomics/phosphoproteomics data highlighted several proteins/phosphosites that vary significantly in various comparisons (benign vs malignant, CR vs CS etc.). For some of these variations, the authors even claimed that "these proteins could constitute markers of oncogenic transformation". To support this kind of statements, the authors should provide "wet-lab" validations of their high-throughput results, at least on representative targets among those described in the text (e.g. Septin-9, TAGLN2, HNRNPA1, RAB5B/RAB7A, TriC/CCT complex, TP53BP1 pSer-500 and pThr-1056, DDX10 pSer-539 etc). This type of validation would also help the authors focusing on the most important pathways, rather than leaving the reader with a comprehensive description of all signaling networks potentially involved in the regulation of PrCa malignant progression.

The generation of the SILAC proteomics and phosphoproteomics dataset from the 4 cell lines and with 3 replicates was a large and complex experimental work, and we decided to focus our subsequent analyses on the in-depth data exploration of this dataset rather than on functional experimental validation of cherry-picked candidates. In the design of our study, we took inspiration from references in the proteomics field, in particular from Matthias Mann lab papers on cell line proteomics characterizations (Lundberg et al. 2010, Geiger et al. 2012), but also from a reference in prostate cancer analysis in which the authors produced phosphoproteomics and genomics for prostate cancer, both on cell lines and real tumor tissue (Drake et al. 2016). Similarly to these studies, we concentrated our efforts on the data generation and their exploration, with the objective to produce a resource that could subsequently be used as a starting point for further hypothesis and experimental investigations (by us and others, as, importantly, we make all data available \[ProteomeXchange Consortium ([www.proteomexchange.org](http://www.proteomexchange.org)) via the PRIDE partner repository with datasets identifiers PXD004970 and PXD004992.\]).

Lundberg, E. et al. Defining the transcriptome and proteome in three functionally different human cell lines. Molecular Systems Biology 6, (2010).

Geiger, T., Wehner, A., Schaab, C., Cox, J. & Mann, M. Comparative Proteomic Analysis of Eleven Common Cell Lines Reveals Ubiquitous but Varying Expression of Most Proteins. Mol Cell Proteomics 11, (2012).

Drake, J. M. et al. Phosphoproteome Integration Reveals Patient-Specific Networks in Prostate Cancer. Cell 166, 1041--1054 (2016).

Minor points:

1\. Page 8, Lanes 303-305): DU145 are derived from CNS metastasis, and PC3 from bone metastasis. Please revise the sentence.

Thanks for catching this mistake! This has been corrected.

2\. Figure 2: it should be useful to include a "title/legend" to each bar graph (e.g. LNCaP vs PNT1A in the panel A), showing the comparisons as described in the figure legend text.

Done

3\. Figure 3: similar to the previous point, it should be useful to include a "visible" title/legend to each panel (e.g. DU145/PC3 vs LNCaP in the panel A, and CR vs CS on top of the panel B).

Done. We have now included a title for each subfigure to further clarify the different plots as suggested. Moreover, we increased the size of the label titles and numbers in the axis. Done
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Click here for additional data file.
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